


CREDENTIAL STUFFING IS A CRITICAL
THREAT TO YOUR BUSINESS

Stolen credentials
ate IT environment and launch ransomware attacks. 
Today, 80%1 of hacking techniques leverage 
stolen or brute-forced credentials.

Strong passwords, frequent resets, and rules for 
thirdparty application authentication are the usual 
policies to face these threats. But how can you stop 
them without having the visibility on what has been 
exposed, and potentially compromised?

STAY ONE STEP AHEAD OF HACKERS

CybelAngel is the only digital risk protection 
solution that detects and manages leaked 
credentials preemptively, before they are 
compromised.

1 Verizon, Data Breach Investigations Report, 2020
2 Ponemon, The Cost of Credential Stuffing, 2017
3 Ponemon, Cost of a Data Breach Report, 2020

CybelAngel gives us a significant time advantage. 
They are the only solution to report credentials leaks 
way before they end up for sale on the Dark Web. 
This has proven critical for our VIPs.
Chief Information Security Officer, Insurance

Database scanning

Detect email addresses and passwords stored 
on unprotected databases. Scan instances of 
MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, MariaDB and 
ElasticSearch for exposed credentials.

Web crawling

By monitoring the clear, deep & dark web in 
real time, identify newly compromised 
credentials being shared or sold, instantly.

ACCOUNT TAKEOVER PREVENTION

KEY FEATURES

exposed email addresses &
passwords in CybelAngel’s
data lake.

Deep & Dark web posts
detected every day.

newly exposed databases
scanned every day.

10B

335k

3,000

KEY BENEFITS

Free up 2 full time
employees by relying on
CybelAngel.2

Avoid the costly
consequences of account
takeover: $1.7M on average.2

Know about exposed
credentials 197 days before
they are usually detected.3

2

$1.7M

197



An unprotected internal 
database is exposing some 
of your employees’ 
credentials.

Real-time feed of 
exposed credentials.

Contextualized 
credentials leaks.

Unique reports - 33% of our 
credentials’ alerts come from 
unprotected databases.

A threat actor is sharing 
or selling your company’s 
credentials on the dark 
web.

A breached third-party 
service leaks logins & 
passwords of your 
employees.

A VIP, C-level or Board 
member account has 
been exposed.

Latest detection date

Track usernames and passwords 
exposed numerous times.

Confidentiality

Display or hide the passwords to your 
team.

Multiple views

Pivot from contextualized leak reports 
to exposed credential details.

You can’t afford to manually alert every single one of your employees facing a credential leak.
Integrate CybelAngel with your SOAR and SIEM and make sure you automate password changes.

Automate password resets. 
Connect CybelAngel with 
your orchestrator and reset
passwords in a blink.

Educate your teams. Set up
automated notifications to
impacted employees and 
remind them of appropriate 
professional credentials’ use.

Update your Active Directory
immediately after receiving
our alerts.

GET NOTIFIED WHEN

Turn your credentials management into a seamless process

INTRODUCING CYBELANGEL’S CREDENTIALS WATCHLIST



Prevent attacks against vulnerable shadow assets

ASSET DISCOVERY AND MONITORING

KEY TECH BENEFITS

4IPV4 scanning with in-depth, 
risk-driven matching.

CVEs only. Focus on highly 
critical vulnerabilities to secure 
the most exposed assets. 

Set-up time. No additional FTE, 
no probe or sensor required.

KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS

Zero false positives. Avoid losing 
time and money sorting feeds of 
false alerts.

Additional FTE required on your 
side. Investigation is led by your 
CybelAngel analyst.

Quick return on investment, with 
average 4-week payback.

4.3B

0%

0

4

>7

<2h

Is your digital infrastructure fully protected against 
hackers? Unsanctioned assets, decommissioned 
services and partners' vulnerable products extend 
your attack surface outside of your purview. These 
shadow assets may remain invisible to you, but not 
to your attackers; 30% of successful cyber-attacks 
target vulnerable shadow assets (Gartner).

Traditional vulnerability management solutions are 
incapable to guarantee the safety of shadow assets 
at scale. Hence organizations worldwide rely on 
CybelAngel to prevent harmful attacks by 
detecting and securing vulnerable shadow assets 
before they are breached.

LOWER YOUR EXPOSURE WITH CYBELANGEL

Discover Shadow Assets set up by employees, third 
and fourth-parties.

Focus On Highly Vulnerable Machines with a 
risk-driven approach, not an inventory approach.

Protect In The Long Run by putting newly 
discovered IPs under surveillance.

Connected File Servers:

IPv4+ connected storage, NAS drives, 
FTP servers, RSync
backups, etc.

Databases:

ElasticSearch, Cassandra, Redis, 
CouchDB, RethinkDB, etc.

Industrial Systems:

telemetry systems, hardware 
machines, heating systems, etc.

DevOps Tools:

infrastructure control servers, 
container management softwares, etc.

Remote Desktop Services:

RDP, vnc, Team viewer, etc.

IoT:

medical imagery equipment, etc.

VULNERABLE SHADOW ASSETS INCLUDE



Internet-facing RDPs are 
providing information to 
attackers in recon phase.

Misconfigured Industrial 
protocols are leaving your 
buildings vulnerable to 
hacking.

Shadow web servers 
are exposing you to 
ransomware attacks.

No Probe Required Zero False Positives Dedicated Analyst Fully Actionable

Severity Indicato

Focus your efforts on the most critical 
incidents first.

Details of the exposed asset

Authentify service or device.

Incident Origin

Pinpoint incident response.

Risk assessment

Anticipate potential attackers' next 
move.

KEY FEATURES

• Fully documented RESTful API. Build a robust  
 andscalable asset discovery workflow.

• Real-time synchronization. Retrieve, manage,  
 resolveall Incidents Reports.

• Custom connectors on-demand. Map   
 Incidentsdetected in CybelAngel to events in your  
 SOAR, ITSMor SIEM platforms.

KEY BENEFITS

• Scale your digital risk protection by    
 integratingrealtime, zero false-positive asset  
 discovery andmonitoring capacities with your  
 existing toolstack.

• Streamline your incident response by   
 buildingsimplified workflows.

• Enrich your threat intelligence strategy by   
 correlatingCybelAngel incidents with alerts from  
 other digital riskprotection solutions.

GET NOTIFIED WHEN

Integrate CybelAngel In Your Toolstack



CYBER THREATS ARE MORE THAN
JUST ALERTS

Cybersecurity threats are getting more and more 
complex everyday. IT security teams do not have 
the time, nor the necessary skills to investigate all 
of them. And even if they had, where can they find 
the right information?

Malicious actors are more deceptive than ever. The 
platforms they use are getting harder and harder 
to spot and to infiltrate. And once you’re in, you still 
have to identify the one piece of information that is 
relevant, the one post that can put your business at 
risk.

A TEAM OF CYBERSECURITY EXPERTS ALWAYS IN 
THE STARTING BLOCKS

CybelAngel’s experts provide you with in-depth 
investigations. Contextualization has no limit for 
them. By looking at each and every document, line 
of code, pastes or forums you will not miss anything 
that could put your company in jeopardy.

Rely on a dedicated team of analysts to investigate 
threats, quantify risks, and protect your business.

One of our board members was targeted by a 
sophisticated attack, where hackers accessed her 
computer. We did not know what to do. Thousands 
of confidential files could have been exposed. 
CybelAngel’s team was very quick to respond and 
helped us making sure no one had accessed them. A 
data breach of this magnitude would have hurt the 
company’s future.
Head of Cybersecurity operations, Services Industry

SPECIAL THREAT INVESTIGATIONS

KEY FEATURES

1
Dedicated team

7
Technical perimeters

12
Languages spoken

KEY BENEFITS

Cover an unprecedented 
technical scope

Understand the extent of the 
threat

Build an effective remediation 
plan



PREVENT 
DEVASTATING 
BUSINESS 
IMPACTS

FRAUD SCHEMES
& TARGETING
OPERATIONS

STOLEN CONFIDENTIAL 
FILES

INSIDER THREAT

COMPROMISED
SUPPLIER

COUNTERFEIT
PRODUCTS

Ad-hoc Report

Essential information (e.g. ransomware 
group research including footprint, 
activity, targets & ttps, monitoring of 
potentially leaked files, etc).

Analytical Report

Longer investigation including timeline, 
scenarios & forecasting (e.g. dark web 
activity targeting specific industries, etc).

Strategic Report

Deep analysis of a topic, including longer 
term trends + strategic review for a 
usually technical audience (e.g. 
Ransomware trends, business impacts & 
forecasts).

Context

Threat investigated

Methodology

Technical scope, Keyword used, 
Monitoring timeline

Results

Quantity and nature of exposed data

Conclusion

Risky analysis and recommendations

OVERVIEW OR IN-DEPTH: CHOOSE 
THE INVESTIGATION YOU NEED

INVESTIGATION REPORT



Get back visibility over targeted attacks

HACKING IS A BUSINESS, THE DARK WEB
IS ITS MARKETPLACE

A cyber attack happens every 39 seconds in the 
world.1 Cybercriminals are not a handful of 
hacktivists anymore, they’re businessmen. 
Ready-to-use hacking tools are all over the place. It 
has never been easier to find them. But what about 
tracking them?

KEEP YOUR FRIENDS CLOSE AND YOUR
ENEMIES CLOSER

Gain visibility into hackers’ hidden channels to 
protect your business from cyber threats.

1 University of Maryland, 2007
2 Statista, 2019

CybelAngel provides an excellent monitoring service 
of the Deep & Dark Web. They found threats very 
specific to our company. Their team is always
available and quick to respond.
Head of Cybersecurity operations, Services Industry

Unmatched coverage

Know what hackers talk about on the Deep 
Web, Dark Web and instant messaging 
applications.

On-demand investigations

Understand the threats they bring to your
business, access in-depth investigations to
counter attacks.

DARK WEB MONITORING

KEY FEATURES

new Dark Web posts scanned

each month.

new discussions monitored

each month, incl. Whatsapp &

Telegram private groups.

new threads monitored each

month, incl. IRC and Discord

channels.

10M

600k

125k

KEY BENEFITS

Get access to hackers’

communities instantly, save

up to 6 months of infiltration.

False positives. No additional

resources are required on 

your end.

Identify cyber threats 49 days 

before they get to your 

business.2

6

0%

49



200+ languages covered. 1 Dedicated Cybersecurity analyst <2h set up

Risk assessment

Understand the potential impact of
the threats.

Detailed incident context

Access precise information on the 
sources and the bad actors.

Sample of exposed data

Focus on an extract of the most 
sensitive data to better assess the risk.

Are you looking to identify 
a potential new threat?

Rely on a team of cybersecurity experts to investigate threats, quantify risks, and protect your business.

Do you want to know more
about an existing one?

Are you trying to understand the 
methods of a cybercriminal group?

TAKE IT ONE STEP FURTHER WITH ON-DEMAND INVESTIGATIONS

Malicious actors share 
or sell fraud schemes 
impacting your 
company.

Hackers target 
your business.

Cybercriminals share 
details on how to scam
your customers.

Hackers share or sell
confidential information
or PII.

GET NOTIFIED WHEN



Heavy on cybersquatters, light on your resources

DOMAIN PROTECTION

Quick, cheap, and lethal: there’s no end to the enduring fame of cybersquatting as a go-to attack vector. In 2020,
20% of cyberattacks started with successful phishing attempts1. In the long run, domain spoofing strains
cybersecurity teams as they must focus their attention on thousands of doppelgangers at once. Existing solutions 
fail to provide real-time exhaustivity and actionability, simultaneously.

That’s why top organizations rely on CybelAngel to monitor, detect and take down malicious domains, both 
dormant and active, to keep their brand, business and customers secure.

KEY TECH BENEFITS

alerts investigated monthly by CybelAngel, 
for each monitored domain (on average).

of the Incident Reports pertain to subdomain 
spoofing, a unique CybelAngel capability.

We alert on 4x more fraudulent domains by 
matching on subdomains and inclusion/split 
twists.

KEY BUSINESS BENEFITS

Less than 2 hour set-up. See immediate time 
to value.

Zero false positives. No additional resources 
are required on your end.

of malicious domains are taken down without 
your intervention by our remediation team.

Most Comprehensive Coverage

Combine passive and active search to
protect your brand from impersonation
on all TLDs and subdomains.

Domain Threat Watchlist

Keep an eye on your domain spoofing
threatscape to proactively block
dormant domains.

Actionable Incident Reports

Get alerted upon an MX server setup, an
IP assignment or content publication on
a page.

Robust Take-Down Capabilities

Let CybelAngel act on your behalf to
swiftly remove malicious domains.

1 Verizon, 2020



THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE TWIST MATCHING CAPABILITIES

1000x superior scanning capabilities

Monitor real-time worldwide traffic to characterize which and 
how domain names are queried. Uncover domains nobody 
knows about by using a unique combination of passive 
(99.9% of detections) and active (0.1% of detections) DNS 
techniques.

4x superior alerting capabilities

Detect alternate versions of your legit domains that use 
inversion/split twists (53% of all detections) and subdomains 
(20% of all detections). For example, if your website’s url is 
johndoe[.]com, only CybelAngel will alert you when 
jonhdoe[.]com or johndoe[.]shop.com is registered.

Zero false positives

Only 0.23% of detections filtered by CybelAngel’s Machine 
Learning models and cyber-analysts actually escalate into 
Incident Reports sent to clients. The other 99.67% are either 
discarded as false positives, or added for monitoring to your 
Domain Threat Watchlist.

ITINERARY OF A MALICIOUS DOMAIN, FROM DETECTION TO REPORTING

CybelAngel Competitors

TLD variations  
acme[.]ru

Homoglyphs  
acm3[.]ru

Splits  
ac-me[.]com

Inclusions  
ac1me[.]com

Omissions
ame[.]com

Replacement
aqme[.]com

Repetitions
accme[.]com

Reverse repetitions
amcce[.]com

Inversions
amce[.]com

Subdomains
acme[.]shop[.]com

Active and Passive DNS monitoring 

Custom twist matching

ML-powered filtering

Cyber-analyst investigation

463 Detections

260 Matches

6 Alerts

1 Incident Report



ASSESS THE REAL-WORLD CYBERSECURITY
EXPOSURE OF M&A TARGETS

CybelAngel for M&A

Standard due diligence methods assess cybersecurity 
exposure based on a target’s documented policies. 
However, the effectiveness of these policies remains 
unevaluated as such methods aren’t capable of testing 
whether or not information is being leaked outside the 
enterprise perimeter. This translates into accrued risk 
for all intermediaries issuing recommendations at the 
end of the due diligence process.

Sensitive Content
On Cloud Applications

Unsecured Datasets
on Open Databases

Exposed Credentials
on the Public Web

Malicious Activities  
on Deep & Dark Web

Exposed Documents  
on Connected Storage

Exhaustive  
Scanning across 5 perimeters

 
CybelAngel for M&A is the only solution providing a real-world assessment of a target’s cybersecurity exposure. 
Over the course of a 2-week period, CybelAngel performs both live and historical scanning & scoring of the 
target’s data leaks, with visibility across all layers of the Internet - Connected Storage, Cloud Drives, Surface, 
Deep and Dark Web, Databases, Code Repositories, etc.. outside the organization’s perimeter.

REAL-WORLD ASSESSMENT



 

Target’s 
cybersecurity 
exposure score and 
assessment.

Benchmarking to 
Industry peers.

Detailed analysis by 
incident, including 
severity and risk 
typology.

Expert recommendations
for remediation of 
identified vulnerabilities.

The CybelAngel for M&A Exposure Report includes:

Gartner’s position is simple: Security and risk 
management leaders must be empowered to 
participate and collate security risks in M&A 
during due diligence and predeal signoff.

Sam Olyaei, ‘Cybersecurity Is Critical to the 
M&A Due Diligence Process’, September 13, 
2019

Qualitatively superior cyber due 
diligence report delivered to the 
Buyer, based on real-world data 
and cutting-edge technology.

Assurance of an informed 
recommendation regarding
cybersecurity exposure.

Clear action plan for the 
integration phase to remediate 
any identified gaps.

Increased Buyer satisfaction 
leading to renewed trust for 
future M&A.

CYBELANGEL EXPOSURE REPORT

OVERALL EXPOSURE AND DETAILED ANALYSIS

WHY CYBELANGEL FOR M&A?



In today’s risk landscape, every second counts

Every day, we detect data leaks that others don’t.

CybelAngel Remediation Services

Incident detection and take-down, together

An integrated Data Exposure Management solution, CybelAngel bridges the gap between detection and 
remediation, bringing down the average time-to-take-down from 77* days to 11** days. Activate Remediation 
Services on all incidents reported, or only a subset based on involved parties or severity levels. (source: 
*Ponemon, **CybelAngel).

Your CybelAngel analyst adopts a two-step, inclusive approach to threat take-down.

TAKE-DOWN

For incidents you want CybelAngel 
to remediate on your behalf, your 
analyst will swiftly report abuse to 
the hosting website or the owner of 
the device leaking data. Along with 
the take-down request, a formal 
DMCA or EUCD notice can be
issued to the leak owner, as well as 
follow-up notices. In over 95% of 
cases, there is no need for your 
counsel’s involvement.

Time-to-take-down matters

Ever-increasing diversity in systems, devices and 
endpoints, new privacy and regulatory challenges, 
application delivery scale, shortage of skilled security 
professionals… Perfect prevention is not possible 
anymore in today’s cyberworld. Period. While building 
new detection capabilities is more crucial than ever, 
coupling them with fast incident response 
mechanisms is paramount.

of legitimate cybersecurity 
threats are left unattended 
due to skill shortage.
CISCO, 2020

50%

Request Remediation Services right from your platform



Why CybelAngel Remediation Services?

Reduce time-to-take-down 
by 85%

Focus your resources on the 
20% of most critical tasks

Adopt a one-stop-shop, integrated 
approach to Data Exposure Management

Reduce SOC and CERT 
costs by up to 10%

“We are approaching "peak security product", as there are simply not 
enough skilled people to use the products. Seek out solution providers 

that offer a native service layer on top of the product offering.”

Gartner, Top Security and Risk Management Trends, 2019

CLEAN-UP

Once the exposed data is offline, CybelAngel will 
continue scanning the various layers of the Internet 
and alert you should the device reappear.

A set of recommendations will be submitted for your 
teams to mitigate further impact, which may include 
employee awareness campaigns, third-party 
education, or communication to your counsel’s office.

Actionable Incident Reports



DON’T LET YOUR THIRD-PARTIES’ DATA LEAKS COMPROMISE YOUR BUSINESS

Third-party Risk Assessment

5831. This is the number of third-parties with whom an organization shares sensitive data. With more data being 
shared every day outside your corporate perimeter, a single third-party data leak is enough to cause a 
devastating breach.

Companies cannot afford to rely on their good old cybersecurity standards anymore to assess their third-parties’ 
cyber exposure. Questionnaires, policies, and processes reviews have simply become ineffective in today’s world.

“A confidential data breach in our supply chain could jeopardise our whole 
strategy. We are not willing to take that risk. That’s why we have been working 

with CybelAngel for 4 years”.

          Jean-Yves Poichotte, Head of Group Cybersecurity, Sanofi

1 Ponemon, Data Risk in the Third-Party Ecosystem, 2018

Make informed decisions
regarding your third-party
portfolio - Know your supplier 
before commiting and 
sharing your data

KEY BENEFITS

Identify your supply chain’s
weakest links - Detect and
address your third-parties’
poor security hygiene

Enforce clawback clauses
- Integrate supply chain
penalties for data leaks of
your confidential information



Sensitive Content
On Cloud Applications

Unsecured Datasets
on Open Databases

Exposed Credentials
on the Public Web

Malicious Activities  
on Deep & Dark Web

Exposed Documents  
on Connected Storage

Exhaustive  
Scanning across 5 perimeters

THIRD-PARTY CYBER EXPOSURE ASSESSMENT

With CybelAngel, look for data leaks across your supply chain, on connected storage devices, 

open databases, unprotected cloud applications or the deep & dark web.

DETAILED EXPOSURE ANALYSIS

Over the course of five business days, CybelAngel effectively evaluates the cyber exposure of your strategic 
suppliers. The result is a comprehensive Cyber Exposure Report, including:

Cyber exposure risk assessment of the third-party(ies) 
of your choice (partner, vendor, supplier, etc)

Detailed analysis by incident, including severity 
and risk evaluation on sensitive data leaking

Expert recommendations for remediation of 
identified vulnerabilities

Benchmark to industry peers

 

“CybelAngel’s Third-party Risk Assessment is not another security rating 
solution. It is a comprehensive cyber exposure analysis of our most strategic 

third-parties, down to the incident level”.

         Chief Information Security Officer, Finance Industry




